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Synopsis

Falling Through Stars is an epic space opera adventure that follows the
story of Anya Petrova, a young woman who must fight to save her home
planet from an alien invasion. Anya is a brilliant engineer and a skilled pilot,
but she has never faced anything like the alien threat that is now bearing
down on her planet.
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With the help of her friends and family, Anya must find a way to stop the
alien invasion and save her home. But the aliens are powerful and
determined, and Anya will have to use all of her skills and resources to
defeat them.

Review

Falling Through Stars is a thrilling space opera adventure that will keep you
on the edge of your seat from beginning to end. Staci Olsen has created a
complex and believable world with characters that you will root for and an
exciting plot that will keep you guessing until the very end.

Anya Petrova is a strong and determined heroine, and her journey is one
that is both inspiring and empowering. She is a role model for young
women everywhere, and she shows that anything is possible if you set your
mind to it.

The supporting cast of characters is equally well-developed, and each one
plays an important role in the story. Anya's friends and family are there for
her every step of the way, and they provide her with the support and
encouragement she needs to succeed.

The plot of Falling Through Stars is fast-paced and exciting, and it keeps
you guessing until the very end. Olsen does a great job of building
suspense and tension, and she keeps you on the edge of your seat
throughout the entire novel.

Overall, Falling Through Stars is an excellent space opera adventure that is
sure to please fans of the genre. Staci Olsen has created a complex and



believable world with characters that you will root for and an exciting plot
that will keep you guessing until the very end.

About the Author

Staci Olsen is a science fiction and fantasy author who has written over a
dozen novels. Her work has been praised for its strong characters, complex
plots, and vivid world-building.

Olsen is a graduate of the Clarion Workshop and the Odyssey Writing
Workshop. She lives in California with her husband and two children.

If you are looking for a thrilling space opera adventure, then Falling
Through Stars is the perfect book for you. Staci Olsen has created a
complex and believable world with characters that you will root for and an
exciting plot that will keep you guessing until the very end.
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